CEO says Regents Bank ready to grow again
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The recent market downturn created an environment that caused many industries to shift gears, and the banking
industry found itself needing to make marked changes as well.
“We’ve been through a challenging economy that impacted not just clients but the entire industry,” said Dan Yates,
president and CEO of Regents Bank. “We have had to navigate waters that included banks in San Diego that were
closed or taken over by the FDIC and clients that were affected both in San Diego and our office in Washington state.
From the regulatory perspective, the bar is much higher in dealing with compliance issues.”
This includes around 200 new compliance rules, which has led many banks, including Regents Bank, to be what
Yates termed “on the defensive.” Yates cites actions his bank has taken, such as creating procedures and risk
measures to ensure that banks are positioned to handle future disaster recovery, setting aside millions in reserves,
putting in measures to avoid security breaches that can be triggered in a down market, and capital plans to deal with
scenarios of problem loans to minimize losses and maximize recoveries.
Yet despite the challenges facing the entire industry the past few years, Yates and his team have helped Regents
Bank emerge with a solid foundation, and it is ready to grow again. As of Sept. 30, Regents Bank has succeeded in
eliminating the majority of all problem loans from its balance sheet and ended up with a Texas ratio of nearly zero, a
ranking that measures problem loans in relation to capital.
“Because we have at this point essentially eliminated all problem loans, we can now be more aggressive,” Yates said.
“We opened an office in El Cajon and are looking to hire experienced loan officers to grow the bank again -- and the
message from me to the team is that we are playing offense once again. We are looking to win companies that have
survived the economy, and I think many are looking for a good, safe banking home.”
Regents Bank has always focused on what it dubs an “entrepreneurial banking” approach, positioning the bank to be
a strategic partner with clients’ management teams.
“We spend a minimum of a quarter with the client working on their issues that they feel are important to their
success,” Yates said. “There are no less than 100 business issues that come up routinely that most clients have to
face in order to maximize their profits and financial strength.
“Having done this for three decades personally and the past decade with Regents, I can identify where we can be
most helpful and align the bank to be a strategic partner with clients who are looking for professional advice on issues
that may come up only once in their business life but that come up routinely for us.”
Yates said it is this consultative approach to banking, in part, that continues to help Regents remain a leader in the
industry.
“We are focused on helping clients be more successful, which leads to more loans, a healthy customer and ultimately
the return of the loan dollars we extend,” he said.
Blackford is a Los Angeles-based freelance writer.
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